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1. Answer the following questions. (any three)  2×3=6 

i) What is a Verger? 

ii) Write the full name of the Verger. 

iii) Name the Church where he worked. 

iv) Who is the poet and who is the speaker of the poem 

‘Ozymandias of Egypt’? 

v) What is the meaning of the title of Keats’s poem ‘La Belle 

Dame Sans Merci’? 

vi) What did the traveler come across in the desert in the poem 

‘Ozymandias of Egypt’? 

2. Write the central idea of the poem  

 ‘Ozymandias of Egypt’.     6×1=6 

Or 

 Write a critical appreciation of the poem  

 ‘La Belle Dame Sans Merci’. 

3. Rewrite the following sentences as directed (any four) 1×4=4 

i) He must confess his fault or he will be fined.  

(Rewrite it using ‘unless’) 

ii) No one died in the accident. That was fortunate.  

(Combine them into a single sentence) 

iii) There is nobody but believes in his honesty.  

(Change into affirmative) 

iv) He confessed his guilt. (Make it a complex sentence) 

v) Who does not know Nehru? (Change into assertive) 

4. Fill in the blanks with appropriate prepositions.  

 (any four)       1×4=4 

i) He swam …… the river. 

ii) He stared …….. me in anger. 

iii) I live ……. the Post office. 

iv) Hatred is contrary …… human nature. 

v) He jumped ……. The well. 
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